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Background: Laparoscopic psychomotor skills are challenging to learn and objectively evaluate.

TheFundamentalsofLaparoscopicSkills (FLS)programprovidesapopular, inexpensive,widely-

studied, and reported method for evaluating basic laparoscopic skills. With an emphasis on

training safety before efficiency,wepresent data that explore themetrics in the FLS curriculum.

Materials and methods: A multi-institutional (n ¼ 3) cross-sectional study enrolled subjects

(n ¼ 98) of all laparoscopic skill levels to perform FLS tasks in an instrumented box trainer.

Recorded taskvideoswerepostevaluatedby faculty reviewers (n¼2)blinded tosubject identity

using a modified Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) protocol. FLS

scores were computed for each completed task and compared with demographically estab-

lishedskill levels (training level andnumberofprocedures), videoreviewscoring,andobjective

performance metrics including path length, economy of motion, and peak grasping force.

Results: Three criteria used to determine expert skill, training and experience level, blinded

review of performance by faculty via OSATS, and FLS scores, disagree in establishing

concurrent validity for determining “true experts” in FLS tasks. FLS-scoring exhibited near-

perfect correlation with task time for all three tasks (Pearson r ¼ 0.99, 1.00, 1.00 with

P <0.00000001). FLS error penalties had negligible effect on FLS scores. Peak grasping force

did not correlate with task time or FLS scores.

Conclusions: FLS technical skills scores presented negligible benefit beyond the measure-

ment of task time. FLS scoring is weighted more toward speed than precision and may not

significantly address poor tissue handling skills, especially regarding excessive grasping

force. Categories of experience or training level may not form a suitable basis for estab-

lishing proficiency thresholds or for construct validity studies for technical skills.
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1. Introduction
Table 1 e Equations used to compute FLS scores

[23,24,28].

FLS task FLS score

PegTx FLSPeg ¼ (300 � t � 17Edr)/237

Cutting FLSCut ¼ (300 � t � 2Ea)/280

Suturing FLSSut ¼ (600 � t � Epd � Eg � Eq)/520

Fig. 1 e The EDGE Platform was developed by Simulab

Corporation and is based on a mechanism developed by

the University of Washington Biorobotics laboratory. It

consists of a pair of interchangeable surgical tools

whose motion is constrained to rotate about a fulcrum the

same way laparoscopic instruments are constrained by

their access ports. (Color version of figure is available

online.)
The Accreditation Council of Graduate Medical Education

specifically identifies “technical competence in conducting

surgical procedures” as a component in its core competencies

under patient care and practice-based learning [1]. Profes-

sional surgical organizations responsible for certification of

technical knowledge and proficiency and/or competency also

need means for accurately assessing surgical skills [2]. Skill

assessment systems such as Objective Structured Assessment

of Technical Skills (OSATS) or theMcGill Inanimate System for

Training and Evaluation of Laparoscopic Skills and its evolu-

tion into the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Skills (FLS) have

provided a framework to analyze surgical skill [3e6]. In 2004,

the FLS assessment certification process was launched and

after 5 y of its existence, almost 3000 clinicians have become

certified [7]. We seek to build on this success by evaluating the

metrics within existing FLS scoring and defining options for

possible improvement.

The psychomotor skills aspect of FLS measures compe-

tency in the domain of laparoscopic surgical skills with

several different measures. The FLS score for each task is

derived from a formula based on task time and numbers of

errors (Table 1), and is weighted such that time is heavily

weighted and usually a dominant factor in the formula [8].

One of the limitations of the technical skills portion of FLS is

that there are few objective metrics. A heavy focus on task

time may mask other important measures of safety and pro-

ficiency. Task time alone is unlikely to accurately reflect the

quality of the surgical performance and rushing to complete a

task in the fastest possible time may negatively impact qual-

ity. Meanwhile, tissue handling asmeasured by grasping force

on tissue as a metric is not measured. It directly correlates

with tissue damage. This can lead to such poor clinical cor-

relates such as a tear in a critical anatomic structure, a leaking

anastomosis, or a physiologically significant stricture.

Although the discriminating power of FLS clearly separates

experienced and inexperienced subjects [9e12],more granular

measures of surgical performance such as economy ofmotion

(EoM), grasp forces, and tool motion characteristics may also

be important independent measure of performance but have

not been evaluated. Physical model-based laparoscopic box

trainers are not capable of capturing or reporting these met-

rics routinely. Moreover, there is no rigorous and repeatable

method established to carry out identical performance mea-

sures on different platforms [1,13e16].

To address these issues, we created a laparoscopic box

trainer that uses real tools and physical models in dry or wet

laboratory tasks but also contains instrumentation for auto-

mated capture and analysis of tool motion, EoM, and grasping

forces [17]. Building on prototype models (the red [18], and

blue dragon [19]) this instrumented trainer box is a scaled-

down, table-top version of the larger scale platforms, which

were successfully used as a surgical skills research tool in live

porcine surgery. De et al. [20] used a related grasper mecha-

nism to establish peak grasp force thresholds that result in

tissue damage. The red dragon prototype, along with the

established hiddenMarkovmodel-based scoringmethodology

[21] as licensed and commercialized by Simulab Corporation
(Seattle, WA), was incorporated into the EDGE (Fig. 1). To our

knowledge, EDGE is the only dry laboratory reality-based box

trainer that can obtain high-accuracy tool motion (position

and orientation) measurements along with grasping force

and synchronized video [22]. We used EDGE as a research

platform to evaluate different measure of quantitative skill in

FLS tasks.

The goal of this work is to evaluate the training goals and

scoring methods of FLS psychomotor skill scoring and

compare them with a broader set of performance criteria

available in EDGE. We hypothesize that existing FLS scoring

with its emphasis on task time may unintentionally promote

speed over careful tissue handling and lead to less reliable or

less accurate global measures of skill. We further propose that

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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Fig. 2 e Screenshots of synchronized videos recorded during performance of the three FLS tasks: (A) PegTx, (B) cutting, and

(C) suturing. (Color version of figure is available online.)
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using demographic categories such as training level or expe-

rience alone may be insufficient when used to establish skill

categories for construct validity analysis or to set performance

thresholds for training and high-stakes testing.
2. Methods

2.1. EDGE platform description and analysis methods

This study used the EDGE platform to collect tool motion and

task video data from volunteer participants consisting of

surgical faculty, surgical residents, and fellows at multiple

surgical centers in the United States.

EDGE hardware consists of an instrumented mechanism,

which holds laparoscopic tools about a fixed pivot point. The

tools are either Stryker Endoscopy (San Jose, CA) tools with

interchangeable tool tip inserts (5 mm diameter, 33 cm length

with 250-080-282 Maryland Grasper or 250-080-267 Endo

Metzenbaum Curved Scissor inserts) or Karl Storz (Tuttlingen,

Germany) curved needle drivers (26,173 KAL and KAR). Posi-

tion sensors (potentiometers and optical encoders) measure

tool Cartesian position (x, y, z in cm), tool roll (degrees), and

grasper jaw angle (degrees). A calibrated strain-gauge mea-

sures grasping force (Newtons). EDGE includes custom soft-

ware that time-stamped all sensors measurements for each

hand at 30 Hz with synchronized video capture of the task.

Videos are compressed real-time with MPEG4 codecs at

w10 MB per minute of video. Timing is automatically tracked

and recorded. Timing begins and ends when tools are moved

in and out of a fixed “homebase.” FLS task blocks are attached
Table 2 e Psychomotor OSATS (p-OSATS) grading scale used t

Score Bimanuality

1 One arm paralyzed, offering no help to complete the step.

2

3 Using both arms most of the time, but clear perceivable bias of

accomplishing most of the task with dominant hand.

4

5 Both arms naturally complementing each other. Optimal use of

nondominant hand.
within the workspace, rigidly and repeatedly aligned to a fixed

coordinate system centered about the task.

EDGE uses a laptop computer runningMicrosoft (Redmond,

WA) Windows XP (University of Washington sites only) or

Windows 7 (all other sites) interfaced via universal serial bus

2.0 to the box trainer during all recordings. EDGE’s custom

software stores tool data and task video files and labels them

with unique codes to identify subject, site, task, date, and

time. All tool motion and demographic data for all recordings

are compiled into a single database, sorted, and analyzed by

custom scripts in MATLAB software (Mathworks Inc, Natick,

MA). Pearon r and Spearman r with corresponding (P value)

were adopted as measures of correlation for linearity and

monotonicity, respectively.
2.2. Subject pool description and data collection sites

Subject enrollment was approved and registered under

Western institutional review board 19125-A/B. This multi-

center effort included surgeons of various skill levels from the

University of Washington, the University of Minnesota, and

three sites in the city of New Orleans. The subject pool span-

ned General Surgery, Urology, and Gynecology specialties. It

consisted of active surgical faculty, surgical fellows, residents,

and experienced practicing surgeons. Medical students pur-

suing surgical practice or FLS-experienced technicians were

also enrolled in the study. Participation was voluntary and

subjects were included as study participants if they met the

previously mentioned criteria and excluded otherwise. Sub-

jects were instructed to follow the FLS instructions for each

task that is, to minimize completion time and minimize task-
o evaluate and numerically code psychomotor skill [4,6].

Motion quality

Unnecessary, hesitant or awkward movements of tools.

Reasonably efficient movements of tools but frequent non effective

moves.

Elegant, fluid, and efficient movements of tools.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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Table 3e Intra-rater and inter-rater reliability of p-OSATS
scores. Coders only scored the Ground Truth expert
candidates subset (n [ 56). Intra-rater reliability
compares coder A’s scores with himself on a given
examination; inter-rater compares coder A’smean scores
with coder B’s on that examination. Pearson r and
Spearman r with corresponding (P value) are shown.

Correlation
coefficient

PegTx Cutting Suturing

Intra-rater

Bimanuality r 0.57 (0.01) 0.49 (0.03) 0.76 (0.00)

r 0.45 (0.04) 0.51 (0.02) 0.69 (0.00)

Motion

quality

r 0.74 (0.00) 0.34 (0.14) 0.85 (0.00)

r 0.70 (0.00) 0.32 (0.17) 0.90 (0.00)

Inter-rater

Bimanuality r 0.55 (0.01) 0.04 (0.86) 0.70 (0.00)

r 0.45 (0.05) 0.04 (0.88) 0.66 (0.01)

Motion

quality

r 0.63 (0.00) 0.27 (0.26) 0.78 (0.00)

r 0.60 (0.00) 0.21 (0.38) 0.80 (0.00)

Table 4 e Overview of all collected data totals broken
down by site and categories.

Category Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Total

Faculty subjects 6 8 3 17

Total subjects 32 35 31 98

PegTx iterations 78 88 27 193

Cutting iterations 61 53 51 165

Suturing iterations 0 59 30 89

Total iterations 139 200 108 447

Total time (h) 22.7
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specific errors related to precision. These errors are described

in the following, respectively.

Three EDGE platforms, one dedicated to each task, were

deployed at each site to maximize subject throughput and

allow for simultaneous subjects. An approved study admin-

istrator set up the equipment at each site on a daily basis and

subjects were invited to voluntarily participate in the study

whenever their schedules allowed. Subjects were allowed to

complete the study over multiple sessions. Data collection at

each site lasted from 10 de3 wk. Collections were established

either adjacent to surgical simulation training centers or in

the vicinity of the operating room.

Subject demographics were recorded after consent was

obtained. A de-identified questionnaire included subject’s

gender, age, handedness, training level, surgical specialty,

laparoscopic experience, approximate number of relevant

procedures done (where a subject completed more than half

of the case), time since last laparoscopic procedure, total

number of FLS tasks done in past, and FLS certification status.

A post-task questionnaire invited feedback regarding the

acceptability of EDGE based on categorical Likert scales and

written general comments. Open-ended subjective observa-

tions relative to the platform were collected by the study

administrator.

2.3. Surgical task description, iterations, and FLS
scoring

An iterationwas defined as one complete execution of a single

task and its associated data. Three of the five FLS tasks were

chosen to assess relevant skills of the most common surgical

tasks in the shortest subject participation time. The tasks used

in the study were Peg transfer (PegTx), cutting, and intra-

corporeal suturing. Descriptions of each task appear in the

following along with representative screen-shots in Figure 2.

Subjects were asked to complete three iterations of the PegTx,

two iterations of the cutting task, and two iterations of the

suturing task, in that order. Subjects were also invited to

perform additional iterations of any task if they were willing

to do so. Each subject was introduced to each task via printed

instructions. For each iteration, time (t) started on removing

either tool tip from a fixed “home-base” position and stopped

when both tools are returned to that position. The published

FLS scoring methodology [23,24] was reviewed and equations

were extracted to calculate FLS scores for each task iteration.

Explicit equations used for computation are shown in Table 1

and each task’s error variables EError are described in the

following. Negative scores were not truncated to zero for

correlation computations or plots.

The PegTx, also called block transfer, used two curved

Maryland-type laparoscopic graspers. Instructions were to

transfer six blocks as fast as possible but without errors, from

one side to another and back again without regard for order or

color of blocks, to transfer each block mid-air between hands

without dropping blocks. EDGE automatically computed task

time t. Each video was later manually reviewed to count the

total number of nonrecovered drops considered to be errors

Edr.

The Circle Cutting task (cutting), also called pattern cut-

ting, used a curved Maryland grasper in the nondominant
hand and a curved shears in the dominant hand for the

duration of each task. Instructions were to cut gauze along a

marked circular pattern (diameter ¼ 4 cm) in minimum time

and with minimal error and to begin by either making a

puncture anywhere on the circle or cutting in from the gauze

edge. Task time t was automatically computed. The percent-

age of accumulated area cut beyond the marked circle

boundary composed the error count Ea. To minimize subjec-

tive grader error and exploit automation, cut circles were

flattened and electronically scanned, and cutting error was

automatically computed via ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD), a

public domain image processing suite [25]. The wand tool

automatically outlined and measured out-of-bound areas

through an edge-finding algorithm that measures pixel

values. Scans included a printed reference line to scale the

image from pixels to real-world units (millimeters).

The intracorporeal suturing task (suturing), also called

knot tying with intracorporeal suture, used two curved needle

drivers. Subjects had a choice of a ratcheting or nonratcheting

mechanism at the beginning of each task. Instructionswere to

complete the task as fast as possible but also without errors.

The task was to puncture a Penrose drain at marked entry and

exit dots with a 2-0 V-20 tapered half circle needle and 12.5 cm

of suture and tie a three throw surgeon’s knot. Errors were

quantified by standard FLS methodology included distance

away from puncture dots in mm (Epd), gap of sutured slit in

mm (Eg), and knot quality (Eq) where 0 indicated a secure knot,

10 a slipping knot, and 20 a knot that came apart. Task time t

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077


Fig. 3 e 3D Tool path plots for the left (blue) and right (red) hands of one iteration of a PegTx task for a faculty surgeon expert

(left) and novice (right). (Color version of figure is available online.)
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was automatically computed, and errors were manually

determined by two FLS-certified graders.
2.4. Electronically measured objective performance
metrics

Automatically computed tool-tip motion metrics such as

tool path length (PathLength, the sum of left, and right

tool-tip distance traveled) and (EoM, the ratio of path

length and task time) were provided by EDGE software

along with measured grasp force exerted by a surgeon at

the handle. The maximum of the peak force (Fpeak) exerted

by either hand during an iteration was used to characterize
Fig. 4 e . The grasping force versus time for left (blue) and right (r

Grasping force units are in tens of Newtons. (Color version of fi
force behavior. Each of these automated metrics was

calculated in the same way for all iterations, independent

of task.
2.5. Establishment of the “true expert” set

Three methods commonly used in the surgical literature to

define “expertise” to establish construct validitywere used. All

were then combined to establish a set of individual iterations

(not subjects) that exemplified “true expertise.” First, a sub-

ject’s self-reported demographic criteria were considered.

These included training level (none, medical school, post

graduate years of residency 1e5, fellowship, and practicing
ed) hands for the same PegTx task iteration shown in Fig. 3.

gure is available online.)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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Table 5 e Correlation between FLS score and
demographically based possible construct validity
categories by task for the entire database (n [ 447).
Spearman r and (P value) are shown.

FLS versus PegTx Cutting Suturing

LAPR cases 0.50 (0.00) 0.59 (0.00) 0.33 (0.00)

Training level 0.48 (0.00) 0.63 (0.00) 0.41 (0.00)

Age 0.17 (0.02) 0.32 (0.00) 0.07 (0.52)
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surgeon) as well as the self-reported estimate of all-time total

number of laparoscopic cases performed. Only practicing

laparoscopic surgeons and fellows who had completed >100

laparoscopic cases (where they did �50% of the case) were

considered candidate subjects for the “true expert” candidate

subject pool. Second, the highest FLS-scoring iteration for

each task of each expert candidate was taken as a set of ;true

expert; candidate iterations. Finally, the third approach used

an Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skill

(OSATS) protocol [4,6], which was modified to focus exclu-

sively on psychomotor skills, denoted p-OSATS and shown in

Table 2. Only the “true expert” candidate iterations were

considered for p-OSATS review. The videos of these iterations

were randomly renamed and reordered before evaluation.

Two faculty surgeons (coders A and B) served as p-OSATS

reviewers. Reviewers were blind to the identity and de-

mographics of the subjects whose videos they reviewed and to

the scores of the other review sessions. Only the ;true expert

candidate; iterations that received p-OSATS scores �3 in all

domains were included in the “true expert” set. This set con-

sists of single iterations, not individuals. In this way, the three

criteria for identifying expert skill such as training or experi-

ence level, validated performance measures, and OSATS re-

view were combined.

To address intersession reliability, coder A reviewed

all videos again, but in a different randomized order

approximately 10 d after first review. Coder B’s scores were

compared with coder A’s combined scores for inter-rater

reliability. Intra-rater reliability also was examined by

comparing a coder’s score of a given video the first and second
Fig. 5 e Box plots of FLS scores versus demographic categories. S

(A) Age: 25 D indicates subjects who are aged ‡25 y, and so forth

lifetime total number of laparoscopic cases performed. 1 D indic

‡50 of the case. (C) Training Level (0 [ none, MS [ medical sch

FL [ fellow, SG [ practicing surgeons). (Color version of figure
time. Both coders were asked to limit their coding to psycho-

motor characteristics of the toolmotion in p-OSATS alone, but

were repeatedly asked to verbalize their thoughts during re-

view, which were subsequently recorded for each reviewed

iteration.
3. Results

3.1. Reliability of p-OSATS and overview of data
collection

When considering subjective evaluations, if Pearson r >0.5 is

considered a strong fit and 0.4< r <0.5 is considered a mod-

erate fit [26], then each p-OSATS domains exhibited accept-

able reliability (P <0.05) for the PegTx and suturing tasks, with

strongest reliability for the “motion quality” p-OSATS domain.

Intersession and inter-rater reliability were weakest for the

cutting task. See Table 3 for details.

Not all subjects completed all requested iterations in the

study. Some subjects voluntarily completed additional itera-

tions. Incomplete iterations or iterations with corrupted data

such as missing video, which prevented post-task scoring

were excluded from analysis. An overview of the collected

data appears in Table 4 (the suturing task was not available at

the UW site). Representative plots of 3D tool path of an FLS

novice (low-scoring, no FLS experience) and proficient subject

(high FLS-scoring, faculty surgeon) appear in Figure 3 along

with corresponding scores for a single PegTx iteration.

Figure 4 shows the left and right hand grasping force plotted in

time for the same iteration as well as the corresponding

computed values.
3.2. Demographics and FLS scores

Demographic categories typical for construct validity like

training level and laparoscopic experience do not correlate

well over the entire database (n ¼ 447) Table 5. Spearman

r <0.5 for all but the cutting task versus training level and

laparoscopic case count. The corresponding scatter plots
uch categories are often used to establish construct validity.

. (B) Laparoscopic Experience: the self-reported estimate of

ates subjects who had performed ‡1 cases, where they did

ool, R1-5 [ post graduate year of surgical residency,

is available online.)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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Table 6 e Comparison of typical construct validity criteria
among only the “True Expert” candidate iterations
(n[ 56). Pearson r and Spearman rwith corresponding (P
value) are shown.

Comparison Correlation
coefficient

PegTx Cutting Suturing

Laparoscopic

experience

versus

p-OSATS

r 0.15 (0.52) �0.01 (0.95) �0.11 (0.68)

r 0.25 (0.29) 0.11 (0.65) �0.32 (0.22)

Laparoscopic

experience

versus FLS

r 0.09 (0.71) �0.21 (0.38) �0.31 (0.24)

r �0.09 (0.72) �0.09 (0.72) �0.16 (0.56)

p-OSATS

versus FLS

r 0.57 (0.01) 0.57 (0.01) 0.79 (0.00)

r 0.55 (0.01) 0.64 (0.00) 0.77 (0.00)

Time versus

p-OSATS

r �0.57 (0.01) �0.56 (0.01) �0.79 (0.00)

r �0.55 (0.01) �0.64 (0.00) �0.77 (0.00)

Time versus

FLS

r �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00)

r �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00)

Exceptionally high correlations are denoted in bold.
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(Fig. 5) indicate significant variation of FLS scores in the sub-

jects with most training and most experience: demographi-

cally identified experts exhibited FLS scores significantly

lower than fellows and not significantly different than third-

or fourth-year residents. FLS scores correlatedmost weakly or

not at all across age.

3.3. Comparison of criteria used to establish the “true
experts” set

All iterations of “true expert” candidates (n ¼ 52) received p-

OSATS scores in addition to their FLS scores and demographic

ranking data. For this pool, no demographic category corre-

lated well with either FLS or p-OSATS scores. However, FLS

and p-OSATS correlated well (P <0.01) for all tasks (Table 6).

Additionally, each individual p-OSATS domain (not shown in

table) correlated significantly with FLS (P <0.01) but none did

so with laparoscopic experience.

FLS and p-OSATS were further compared with simple task

timeamongthe“trueexpert” candidates. FLSscorewasfoundto

be nearly identical to time (r ¼ �1.00, P <0.0000001) indicating

that the “true expert” candidates made virtually no mistakes.

p-OSATS correlated well with time, though exhibited some
Fig. 6 e Scatter plots of only the iterations in the “true expert”

versus Time, and (C) p-OSATS versus Time. FLS shows little or n

experts performed minimal errors; however, p-OSATS varied su

online.)
deviation. The correlation details for each task are listed in the

lower section of Table 6. Moreover, Figure 6A illustrates the

specific deviations between p-OSATS and FLS; Figure 6B shows

the near-perfect equivalence of FLS and time; and Figure 6C il-

lustrates the deviation between p-OSATS scores and time.

3.4. Comparison of FLS and alternative objective metrics
among all subjects

All iterations from all skill levels (n ¼ 447) were used to

compare the automated objective performance metrics (task

time, path length, EoM, and peak grasp force) and FLS scores.

Correlation details appear in Table 7. Figure 7 indicates near-

perfect correlation between FLS and task time. Path length

correlates well with task time for all tasks (with correlation

coefficients at �0.87 with significance P <0.0001 or better).

EoM shows substantially less correlation with FLS scores,

especially for lower EoM values. Finally, peak grasping force

Fpeak shows no discernible overall trend across tasks.

A closer view of peak grasping force and FLS scores for only

PegTx and suturing tasks appears in Figure 8. Iterations with

the high FLS scores exhibited a wide range of peak grasping

forces, especially for PegTx and suturing.
4. Discussion

FLS has become the common language that surgical educators

use to measure laparoscopic surgical skills. The value of FLS

has been extensively demonstrated in dry laboratory and

operative training curricula, and was the first widely adopted

system to attempt to quantitatively measure the quality of

surgical skills [12]. One limitation of FLS, however, is that

scoring is heavily based on time to complete the tasks. In vivo

surgical performance should not just be graded by the time it

takes to do a case or surgical step but also precision measures

such as how carefully the surgeon interacts with tissues. By

“teaching to the test,” trainees may learn that time is more

important than precision or quality of movement, particularly

if penalties for lack of precision are low or do not exist. This

may be evidenced by the fact that, on specific FLS tasks non-

clinicians may attain better ;scores; than experienced lapa-

roscopists not familiar with the tasks because the scoring
set for (A) FLS scores versus p-global OSATS score, (B) FLS

o statistical deviation from time indicating that the

bstantially from time. (Color version of figure is available
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Table 7 e Correlation of FLS scores with objective
performance metrics over all subjects of all skill levels.
Pearson r and Spearman r with corresponding (P value)
are shown.

FLS score
versus

Correlation
coefficient

PegTx Cutting Suturing

Time (s) r �0.99 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00)

r �0.99 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00) �1.00 (0.00)

Path length

(cm)

r �0.92 (0.00) �0.87 (0.00) �0.95 (0.00)

r �0.89 (0.00) �0.88 (0.00) �0.93 (0.00)

EoM (cm/s) r 0.70 (0.00) 0.35 (0.00) 0.40 (0.00)

r 0.82 (0.00) 0.42 (0.00) 0.61 (0.00)

Peak force

(N)

r �0.18 (0.01) �0.27 (0.00) �0.16 (0.14)

r �0.08 (0.30) �0.27 (0.00) �0.26 (0.01)

Extreme values are indicated in bold.
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heavily weights task time. Furthermore, the advantage of

adding additional performance metrics that correctly mea-

sure precision is that this may allow for more granular profi-

ciency discrimination and provide educators with additional

data to tailor surgical curricula.

4.1. Establishment of “true experts” group: demographic
criteria are insufficient

In the surgical simulation literature, a single criterion is

commonly used to group subjects into skill levels like “expert”

and “novice”. In this study, we used three criteria and com-

bined them togetherwith a goal ofmore accurately identifying

performance level. The three criteria used were p-OSATS re-

view, demographically identified skill via training level or

laparoscopic experience, and validated FLS scoring method-

ology. In many cases, these measures did not correlate

favorably (Table 5). Particularly, greater laparoscopic experi-

ence did not strongly imply better FLS or p-OSATS scores

especially for PegTx and suturing. If demographicmarkers like

experience and training level are taken as the most credible

basis for measuring expert skill, this result suggests that the

FLS tasks themselves may not relevantly test surgical exper-

tise, at least not among higher skill levels. This may be due to

the fact that FLS was designed to reflect basic proficiency

rather than true expertise. As a primarily time-based mea-

sure, FLS likely has a ceiling effect. More-expert surgeonsmay

not necessarily be faster surgeons. If FLS and p-OSATS are

taken as ground truth, this suggest that perhaps demographic
Fig. 7 e FLS scores versus (A) task time and (B) peak grasping forc

(Color version of figure is available online.)
categories like experience or training level provide imperfect

or even poor means to establish construct validity in simula-

tion studies. However, high-stakes FLS pass or fail thresholds

are set based on the performances of a group of “experts”

defined by such demographic categories [27]. If this de-

mographic selection is not optimal, the resulting high-stakes

thresholds may not be optimal.

4.2. FLS score effectively equivalent to task time alone

According to the FLS score equations of Table 1, strict corre-

lation between FLS and task time is required if and only if

there are no errors. According to our results in Table 7, the

correlation between FLS and task time is never substantially

reduced by errors for any task for all iterations from all skill

levels in the database. This shows that the existing error

penalties have a negligible effect on the final score in practice.

This implies that FLS scoring (Table 1) overemphasizes time to

the detriment of precision. Also, the resource cost incurred by

manually collecting and computing the penalties may not be

justified given this negligible impact. Adjustment of the

weights used to compute error penalties (coefficients of E in

Table 1) may address these issues. Because we expect “true

experts” to have a near-zero FLS error rates, this near-perfect

correlation between task time and FLS score is not surprising

among them (shown in Fig. 6B and Table 6) and indicates

that with FLS scoring, only task time can discriminate skill

among experts. However, p-OSATS scores of “true expert” it-

erations deviated substantially from task time (Fig. 6A,C and

Table 6). If the p-OSATS scores are accurate, this suggests that

they discriminate some dimension of psychomotor skill

among experts not detectable with task time or existing FLS

penalties.

If two objective measures of psychomotor skill each

discriminate skill but correlate very highly with each other,

this suggests one is redundant and unnecessary: they both

measure the same aspect of psychomotor skill. If they

discriminate skill but do not correlate strongly, this suggests

they measure different aspects of psychomotor skill and that

both provide meaningful, unique information. According to

Table 7, path length and to a lesser extent EoM correlated

favorably with FLS (and time, implicitly). It is reasonable to

expect that longer path lengths for a given procedure will

result in longer times and hence be closely dependent. Thus,

path length may provide little additional information to task
e for each of the three tasks for all subjects of all skill levels.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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Fig. 8 e Peak grasping force behavior for PegTx (red x) and

suturing tasks (blue dots) near highest FLS scores. (Color

version of figure is available online.)
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time. However, EoM, which is merely an average tool velocity

in a task iteration (units: centimeter per second), specifically

controls for task time. If it correlated perfectly with task time,

this would imply that it is unnecessary. Instead it appears to

measure, at least modestly, some other aspect of psychomo-

tor skill, an aspect that may be illustrated qualitatively in the

pattern differences captured in Figures 3 and 4.

In real surgery, excessive grasping force induces tissue

damage [20] and thus should be considered a teaching goal of

a basic laparoscopic psychomotor skills curriculum.

Currently, the FLS methodology provides no way to deter or

penalize such behavior, nor does the technical skills training

outside the operating room or surgical laboratory (where tis-

sue damage from excessive force is more evident) include

targets or instructions regarding grasping force in relation to

tissue handling skills. We expect this lack of emphasis on

grasping force, at least in part; results in the widespread lack

of correlation shown between peak grasp force and FLS scores

in Figure 7 and Table 7. This lack of correlation, coupled with

the clinical relevance of excessive peak grasp force, indicates

that peak grasp force provides an additional, unique measure

of psychomotor skill over task time. FLS currently provides an

effective penalty for too little grasping force because using

inadequate force may accrue error penalties such as drops or

additional time due to insufficient tissue traction. However,

FLS provides no penalty for excessive grasping force. We

speculate that indiscriminate use of high forces may in some

cases improve task times in FLS as one is penalized for

“dropping” a block during Peg transfer and therefore squeezes

with excessive force to prevent this error. Figure 7B shows

incidence of high relative peak force among high FLS scores,

for example, in “good” scores >0.8.

There remain several limitations to the use of grasping force

as a skill indicator. Creating a penalty based onpeak grasp force

requires establishing a clinically relevant threshold of peak

force to avoid tissue damage. Such values have been estab-

lished in live porcine models [20] for various tissues.
Incorporating such a peak force threshold for a penalty score in

FLS will require extending this work to human tissues and a

wider consensus on what target tissue should be used to

determine the threshold. More importantly, the measurement

of peak-grasping force is not a directmeasure of tissue damage:

it promises to establish a correlation with tissue damage, but

not equivalence. Peak grasp force is favorable over directly

measuring tissue damage only due to the lower resource cost

and easier availability with exiting tools like EDGE or even

surgical robots. Thus, although peak grasping force provides

additional value tometrics like task time, it should only be used

in combination with such measures, not exclusively.

A disadvantage of FLS methodology is that the testing

procedure requires the presence of a trained proctor. The test

is then scored by a proprietary formula, requiring the proctor

to send the test materials to a central source for grading.

Reporting of the score is therefore delayed, and of little value

in providing proximate feedback to the learner [17]. Although

surrogate measures have been published that can be used for

immediate feedback and training, these surrogate measures

are still based primarily on time and not quality. Computer-

ized scoring has better accuracy and repeatability and is more

efficient than FLS scoring because it eliminates evaluator

time, bias, and human error and can present evaluation

feedback instantly. Excessive grasping force behavior can be

easily identified and appropriately addressed (e.g., a score

penalty or automated audio feedback) along with precision

variables such as EoM. Such accuracy is particularly required

for the force measurements that are difficult to quantify from

video. However, more research is required to establish clini-

cally relevant grasping force targets for the different tasks or

targeted tissues.

Several limitations are present in this study. Data collection

occurred in variable environments. The FLS tasks themselves

were deployed in the EDGE platform and not the box trainer

provided by the FLS program, resulting in a modified setup and

video lighting conditions. The cutting task varied slightly for

one site in that a double ring was used for the UW site and a

single ring was used everywhere else, this potentially resulted

in different scoring criteria between sites for the cutting task.

Although surgeons and surgical trainees tend to be naturally

competitive, for this study they voluntarily participated when

they had time and under different circumstances of operator

fatigue, causing unmeasured variation in attention to the task

and performance. Interobserver reliability between coders in

the p-OSATS video review could be improved. Post analysis of

recorded reviewer comments indicated differences in the

scoring evaluation for handling of the gauze between coders.

To our knowledge, all prior studies indicate FLS to be valid

and show positive transfer of skills to the operating room. We

do not see any contradictions of this in our results. However,

our work suggests that task duration is the predominant in-

dependent metric in the FLS scoring system, and that errors as

a measure of “precision” contribute less value within the

currently published FLS scoring system. Given the very visible

success of the FLS program, these data suggest that alternative

metrics beyond task time have potential to broaden the sig-

nificance of quality testing in the FLS tasks. Engaging subjects

to more accurately balance task time with technical precision,

as is necessary in any clinical procedure, will improve the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2014.05.077
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relevance of FLS scoring. Based on the data presented, adjust-

ing the weights in FLS scoring equations and using additional,

nonredundant objectivemetrics such as peak grasping force all

offer a more nuanced and likely, accurate assessment of

laparoscopic skills that will help keep FLS current and relevant.
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